
In His Custody

Author: Jessa Kane

When London is released from juvenile hall, a tall, raspy-voiced stranger greets her outside, intending to bring her home. Police captain Brody claims to be her

mother’s new husband...and though London has never met the man, she’s released into his custody. The hardened officer is determined to set London on the

right path in her mother’s absence. While London rebels at first, his brand of discipline is too pleasurable to deny. And soon they’re giving in to the blistering heat

generating between them. But things aren’t always what they seem. London might have just met her stepfather, but he’s known her for a long, long time…

Broken and Screwed (The BS Series Book 1)

Author: Tijan

Alexandra's older brother died the night he graduated. That day changed everything for her. No longer was she the party girl. No longer did she care about being

popular and no longer was her family the happy unit she always thought existed. The only person who could help her heal is the same person who loved her

brother as much as she did, his best friend. She only hopes to keep her entire heart from breaking when Jesse will move on, and she knows he will. After Ethan

died, Jesse excelled at basketball, partying, and girls. He used it all to turn his emotions off, but the irony was that Alex was the only person who could do that for

him. She helped him forget, but she was the one person he shouldn't be with because the secrets he knows could shatter everything. They could shatter her.

This is part one, so expect a cliffhanger for an ending.

Royce's Fate (The Virgin Surrogates)

Author: Annelise Reynolds

Sometimes fate steps in…

Royce

I’d asked for certain things from my surrogate. Beauty and brains. The higher her education, the better. I was willing to pay extra for them to find someone with

those qualifications, but the clinic messed it up.

She’s barely out of high school, and from her grades, it’s clear she’s not anything like what I requested. However, she’s everything I never thought I’d find. The

woman needs a ‘Daddy’, even if she doesn’t know it yet.

Narina

I wasn’t what he wanted. What else is new? I’m used to being a disappointment to people, but for some reason, it hurt more coming from the man who’s baby I’m

carrying. I might not be a genius, but I’ve got a good heart. That should count for something, right?

Thanks to a mix up at the clinic, I’ve got the world’s grumpiest billionaire’s baby growing in me, and now he wants me to call him Daddy. I shouldn’t, but I want to.

**This is a short, hot, and sweet DD/LG story that will melt your kindle.

Her Primal Mate (Badlands Territory, 1)

Author: Jenika Snow

He was mine. 

 

I was his. 

 

There is no denying it, my primal polar bear shifter who was linked to be my fate, destiny, the very laws of our kind. 

 

Fated mates. 

 

That's what it was called, that one person who was meant to solely be yours. 

 

I just hadn’t known who my fated mate was until he came into my life like a storm ready to destroy everyone and everything in his path. 

 

When Kasias Stone walked into the bar I worked at and our gazes clashed, I swore the ground opened up. Every part of my body came alive for the first time. My 

mating heat kicked into overdrive, and all I could think about was needing that male to take me to his bed and ease the desperation. 

 

He was the biggest, strongest male I’d ever seen, his height towering, his muscles severe. He made even the strongest shifters look weak. I didn’t even hesitate 

when he all but threw me over his shoulder and said he’d ease me, that he’d make sure I was sated, that I wouldn’t walk straight the next day. 

 

I also knew once I gave myself over to him, there would be no going back. He’d never let me go. 

 



*Welcome to the Badlands Territory … where it’s so bad it’s good. Eight of your favorite romance authors have joined forces to bring you a sexy world full of

possessive, growly alpha shifters. All standalone, all addicting, and all filled with those over-the-top heroes we love. Each short and steamy story promises a

happily-ever-after, with plenty of bites and growls to satisfy all of your cravings! 

 

Stefano's Peach

Author: ChaShiree M.

Disclaimer: This is Fiction. It is Over the top, Instalove, erotica. This is in no way meant to be, medically accurate, ethical, or logically written. This is hot,

ridiculous, fiction. If unrealistic situations and sexcapades that are dirty and hot are not your thing...then read at your own risk and enjoy!!!

Kalera

How did I end up here? Here, staring at the most gorgeous man I have ever seen, sitting in his car as his eyes do exciting things to my body, making me feel dirty

in the best way possible. How did I end up pregnant by this stranger, who tells me, I am going to be his? The bigger question is...why do I want it too? I have

always had only one dream. But now, I think I have a different one...to be his.

Stefano

My legacy was the end game. Having someone to pass my empire to, when my time was up. For that, I needed a baby, but not a wife. Surrogacy was the only

option I was willing to entertain until I saw her leaving the clinic. The moment her peach-scented innocence walked past me, all bets are off. My mission is clear,

she is going to carry my baby and I am going to make her mine. This innocent little peach doesn't know it yet, but she is going to be my baby girl, while she

carries my son. I didn't want a wife, but f*** if I am going to let her go.

Boss Daddy: Naughty Daddies Series

Author: Jayda Marx

Vincenzo (Vinny) - I always get what I want. I’ve run the streets all my life, starting with nickel and dime operations before working my way up to leading the most

successful crime syndicate (it sounds classier than ‘mob’) in the city. I’m in charge. I make the rules, and I never ask permission. I’m used to dealing with bastards

as greedy and impatient as I am, so I’m thrown for a loop when a pure, kind-hearted, beautiful young man comes to me for help; he’s acquired many debts and is

in need of a loan. I'm drawn to his sapphire eyes and nervous demeanor, and once I hear his story, I insist on helping him. Though it’s unlike me, I even offer him

two options for repayment; he can work for me, or he can belong to me. I’d require his total submission, and in return, I could give him anything his heart desires.

All he has to do is ask Daddy with those pretty lips of his, and I’ll be putty in his hands.

Lucas - Life has been one struggle after another. In the past few weeks, I’ve lost everyone I loved and everything I owned, and have gotten tied up with a

dangerous gang in the process. With my life on the line and no options left, a chance meeting leads me to a man named Vincenzo. I worry about involving myself

with yet another malevolent group until I meet Vincenzo and see that the gorgeous older man is different. He listens to me and helps me, and looks at me like no

one else has; with desire in his eyes. He makes those desires clear when he gives me the option of becoming his boy, and a deadline for my answer. Events in

my life have always pushed sex and dating to the back burner, and I have no experience with men. I worry that I'm not good enough for Vincenzo, but I can't pass

up the chance for pleasure and guidance from an experienced hand. I choose Daddy, and begin a life of luxury, passion and danger.

****This series features Daddy kink (no age play) between naughty Daddies who find themselves (or live!) on the wrong side of the law, and their sweet, virginal

boys who come to the rescue. These books may be a little grittier than most of my titles, but they’re still low angst, insta-love, full of sweetness, and follow

relationships on the fast track. They're also packed with scenes so hot, they'll make you sit up and say, "Yes, Daddy!" They are each a standalone story and can

be read in any order.

Care: Book One

Author: A. Marie

"The Caregiver and the Mob Boss" ❦ 

 

Avelina makes her money by taking care of those who can't take care of themselves. When she is handed a case about a man who had needed a personal 

caregiver, she accepts. One thing Avelina never anticipated was the dangerous lifestyle he lived. Not only that, but she didn't expect him to be so charming. 

 

Adrik Zolotov, the Russian mobster that everyone called "Mad Hatter". His insanity and crave for blood left him the most feared man of all. All he wanted was 

power and those around him to fear him. For a man recently diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder, everyone believed him to be emotionally incapable of 

ever loving anyone. . . Imagine their surprise when he meets Avelina. 

 

❦ 

 

"Mr. Zolotov, I have to make sure you bathe before I leave. It's apart of my jobs protocol," she said softly. The truth was that he made her feel nervous. There was 

so much coldness and evil in his eyes, it left a chill to run down her spine. 



"Fine," he stated before walking over to his bathtub. Her eyes followed his movements as he pulled off his shirt causing her to lick her lips and quickly look away.

She could hear the sound of more clothes falling onto the ground until the sound of water running littered her eardrums. 

 

"You assist when asked, isn't that right?" He asked. Slowly, she opened her eyes to see that he had already gotten into the shower. 

 

"Yes," Avelina answered. 

 

"Bathe me."

Alpha's Danger: An MC Werewolf Romance (Bad Boy Alphas Book 2)

Author: Renee Rose

“YOU BROKE THE RULES, LITTLE HUMAN. I OWN YOU NOW.”

I am an alpha wolf, one of the youngest in the States. I can pick any she-wolf in the pack for a mate. So why am I sniffing around the sexy human attorney next

door? The minute I catch Amber’s sweet scent, my wolf wants to claim her.

Hanging around is a bad idea, but I don’t play by the rules. Amber acts all prim and proper, but she has a secret, too. She may not want her psychic abilities, but

they’re a gift.

I should let her go, but the way she fights me only makes me want her more. When she learns what I am, there’s no escape for her. She’s in my world, whether

she likes it or not. I need her to use her gifts to help recover my missing sister—and I won’t take no for an answer.

She’s mine now.

Publisher’s Note: Alpha’s Danger is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alpha’s series. HEA guaranteed, no cheating. This book contains a hot, demanding alpha

wolf with a penchant for protecting and dominating his female. If such material offends you, do not buy this book.

Outlaw Souls MC Box Set: Books 1-6 (Outlaw Souls MC Romance Collections Book 1)

Author: Hope Stone

WARNING: The Outlaw Souls MC will have you on your KNEES! Prepare to be thrilled with this action packed 6 book box set filled with protective

alphas and smart, sassy heroines. Get ready for a ride of a lifetime in this binge-worthy series! 

Ryder

Life...it broke me from a young age.

Oh, I’m way too beast for this beauty.

And yet, my hardened heart...it wanted her.

I’m her nightmare.

Her saviour.

And the best fucking thing to walk into her life.

Time to see what this sassy little sunflower’s made of.

I warned her she was mine, and I meant it.

Pin 

Claire Stone’s a woman with a purpose. 

A skilled private investigator. 

A beautiful curse. 

She was a stranger to me until the day she barged into my life, looking for answers. 

I’m pretty sure she’s never found a problem she can't solve. 

Until me. 

The man of her dreams and her nightmares all in one. 

Who knew I’d meet my match in this smoking little spitfire? 

Problem is, Claire’s not just a girl, she’s made herself my enemy… 

Guess nobody told her you don’t go digging around in club business without savage consequences. 

When karma rears its ugly head, I can’t promise to be her shield, 

She’s faced me with an impossible choice, 

Love, loyalty, or survival... 

I’m falling, crashing, half-crazy for a girl who should have never been mine.



If I bring her out of this alive, I want something in return.

Trainer

Fierce. Protective...and Broken.

Beautiful and surprisingly strong, this woman’s got a secret she’s not sharing.

All I know for sure is she’s walked through hell and lived, and that ain’t easy.

Who am I? I’m the best damn thing to ever walk into her life.

When her past comes for her, hear my threat...

I’ll become the monster she fears and hunt him down.

She can hate me all she wants,

But I warned her she was mine,

And I’ll do anything to protect what’s mine...anything, even if I come back from hell.

Blade

There's a fine line between love and hate. Blade came into my life like a wrecking ball. Tearing down my walls and rocking my world. Then I found out he was a

member of Outlaw Souls. That was a problem, since my loyalty was to their enemy, Las Balas. My connection to them was one of blood, through my father and

brother. I couldn’t turn my back on that, no matter how much I wanted Blade. 

Diego

I wanted a clean slate. La Playa carried too many painful secrets of my past. What was a bad boy rider like me doing with a hot Latino doctor to be? All I know is

we were like two moths to one another’s flame. But an Outlaw gang member can’t be caught in a secret love affair can he?

Colt

A bad boy cowboy isn’t what I was looking for. But there’s deeper layers to Colt Winters that I yearn to know. He’s an Outlaw with a troubled existence. With a

dead girlfriend, five year jail sentence and a baby girl waiting for him. Colt Winters isn’t exactly the type you take home to Mama. But… my brother’s in trouble and

he’s just the man to help. In my world I save people like Colt from themselves, I fight for justice in an unjust system. Maybe this cowboy has a lot more to offer me

than first meets the eye. Can we get past all the obstacles long enough to make it work?

The Virgin and the Beast: a Dark Beauty and the Beast Tale (Stud Ranch Standalone Book 1)

Author: Stasia Black

They say good things come to those who wait. 

 

Bullsh*%! 

 

My whole life has been about waiting. Playing it safe. Be the good girl, don’t color outside the lines. Put in the hard work trying to prove myself to Dad, then to my 

college professors, then to my boss at New World Media. Just waiting for the day when it will all pay off. 

 

And right when it was all starting to—I finally had the house, the job, I was even thinking about getting a cat—boom!—my life explodes and suddenly now I’m here 

and— 

 

“All done,” the doctor interrupts my thoughts, pulling off her gloves with a loud snap. 

 

Even from the bed where I’m lying, my legs spread like the Thanksgiving turkey, I can hear the impatient growl of the man standing in the doorway. If you can 

even call him a man. More like a beast out of a friggin’ fairytale. “Well?” 

 

Her pronouncement echoes throughout the room while the speculum is still inside me. “She’s a virgin.” 

 

Intended for mature audience. Steamy romance with dark themes. 

 

INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR: 

 

Q – Where did you get the idea for this book? 

A – Who doesn’t love a Beauty and the Beast story? I’ve been in love with this fairytale since I was a kid and read all sorts of different variations on it. Now that 

I’m grown up, well, I couldn’t help but imagining some darker twists and turns the story could take. A tortured hero, kidnap, and a girl falling for her captor—hello, 

this is the stuff dark romance is made of!



 

Q – Why should I read this book? 

 

A – I write the kind of books I love to read, which is dark romantic erotica. I want stories that steam things up in the bedroom but not if those scenes don’t go hand

in hand with three-dimensional characters, can’t-stop-flipping-the-pages suspense, and quality writing. I like alpha males, (doesn’t hurt if they happen to be

billionaires)!, bad boys, BDSM, contemporary, urban settings, and fiction where women can be strong while also exploring all sides of their sexuality. My favorite

books are ones that dare to go into the darkest and most taboo places in the human psychological experience, leaving you wrung out on the other end.

The Haunted Vagina

Author: Carlton Mellick III

It's difficult to love a woman whose vagina is a gateway to the world of the dead...

Steve is madly in love with his eccentric girlfriend, Stacy. Unfortunately, their sex life has been suffering as of late, because Steve is worried about the odd noises

that have been coming from Stacy's pubic region. She says that her vagina is haunted. She doesn't think it's that big of a deal. Steve, on the other hand,

completely disagrees.

When a living corpse climbs out of her during an awkward night of sex, Stacy learns that her vagina is actually a doorway to another world. She persuades Steve

to climb inside of her to explore this strange new place. But once inside, Steve finds it difficult to return... especially once he meets an oddly attractive woman

named Fig, who lives within the lonely haunted world between Stacy's legs.

Pretty Lies (Watch Me Burn Book 1)

Author: R.E. Bond

My dad’s an asshole. Plain and simple.

He’s made it obvious that I can only ever rely on myself.

Until I meet them.

Caden, Tyler, Jensen, and Lukas.

My new stepbrother and his best friends have suddenly become my everything.

Until they aren’t.

They think they can break me, but they’re dead wrong.

They wouldn’t have bet on me having someone else on my side, or in my bed.

These rich boys haven’t seen anything yet.

Their pretty lies are nothing compared to what’s coming though, and I’m going to need them to anchor me when I finally break.

Death is coming to those who deserve it, and I don’t care if I lose myself in the process.

Did I mention the local street crew being on my side?

No one will ever see me coming.

My name’s Rory Donovan, and I’m about to paint the walls red.

*Pretty Lies is a 75k word dark romance reverse harem novel. This is the first book in the series and it must be read in order. The first four books are Rory's, and

the harem grows over those books, so other guys will be added as the story goes. It contain abuse and rape content, and the series will have m/m. If you are

triggered by sensitive content, this series is not for you.

Milking Daddy's Little Girl: A Taboo Short (The Virgin Cow Series Book 3)

Author: Carmen Bailey

Check out the new installment of the new Virgin Cow Series! 

 

Each title in the series will contain the dirtiest, most taboo-busting, explicit content available on the internet. 

 

Older man younger woman, BDSM, hucow, daddy/daughter, DDLG, and much much more! 

 

Steer clear of Carmen Bailey if you are squeamish! Carmen is known for her hardcore style and will not leave even the darkest fantasy unexplored. She knows 

exactly what her readers want and is not afraid to give it to them straight.



 

Pick up a copy of Daddy's Brat Gets Milked to see what the hype is about! Or head over to her author page to see more steaming titles! 

 

Advisory: this book contains adult themes and sizzling sex scenes and therefore should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All characters are 18+ and

none are related by blood.

Her Mafia Daddy: A Dark Romance (Romano Mafia Brothers Book 1)

Author: Bianca Cole

He has taken me captive, and I can't stop fantasizing about him tying me to his bed.

Kane Romano is the most handsome, powerful man I’ve ever met. He’s also the man holding me captive.

My asshole of a step-dad found himself on the wrong side of the mafia, and then offered me up in exchange for his life. How does he have the right? I’m eighteen

years old, and my step-dad doesn’t own me.

The problem is, Kane Romano agrees. Everyone knows you don't fight with a Romano, unless you want to end up in an unmarked grave.

I should be scared, but every time I look into those dark eyes, I feel safe and protected. When we’re alone he’s a gentleman, but around anyone else he turns

quiet and cold.

There’s a thrill being here with him. Even though I’ve never been with a man, I find myself wanting him—a man who is more than twice my age and claims he

owns me now.

When he asks me to call him daddy, I know I won't be able to refuse him…

Her Mafia Daddy is the first in the Romano Mafia Brothers series. It's a safe story with no cliffhangers, a HEA and no cheating. This story has hot

scenes, some dark themes, and bad language. Like most of the books by Bianca Cole it features an over the top possessive alpha male.

Forbidden and Explicit Erotica for Adults - Sixty Two Book Bundle: Cuckolding, Ménage, Ganging, BDSM,

MMF, Interracial, and More (Explicit Rough Short ... Discipline, Interracial, MMF, and More 3)

Author: Christi Cabernet

Christi Cabernet is happy to bring you her largest erotica bundle yet! 

 

This bundle of sexy stories will make your toes curl! They are written by authors who aren't ashamed of their kinks, fetishes, predilections, or pasts and they 

want to share their wild imaginations with you! 

 

These stories include explicit content for women and men who are ready for some adventures! 

 

What are you waiting for? This'll just be our little secret. ;) 

 

These stories include: 

Interracial Encounters 

Cuckolding wives 

BDSM & Femdom stories 

MMF Encounters 

Cuckold Husbands Being Useful 

Discipline and S/M 

And much more! 

 

This bundle contains the following stories. 

 

A Full Service Hotel 

Celebrating her “Dirty Thirty” 

Best Anniversary Ever! 

The List 

Cherry Licking Tutorial 

Switzerland Spontaneity Parts 1-3 

Maid… Serviced



Locker Room Ganging 

Wedding Guest of Honor 

East Meets West MFM 

Date Night 

The Love In 

Special Delivery 

Dorm Room Shenanigans 

Cuckolding 

The Alpha Stables Books 1-3 

Cuckolds in Space Books 1-3 

Hotwife’s Revenge Books 1-3 

The Cuckold Boss and Office Slutwife Books 1-5 

The Married MILF Professor Goes Black Books 1-7 

The Release 

Marital Ties 

Fayre's Fair 

Feeling the Burn 

Submission in the Kitchen 

Private Lessons 

Forgive Me, Master, for I Have Sinned 

Boss by Day, Sub by Night 

The Kindness of Strangers 

Summa Cum Laude Parts 1&2 

The Crimson Altar 

Air Bi&Bi 

Supporting the Troops 

Captive Cuckold 

Big Bull on Campus 

What Goes Around Comes Around Parts 1&2 

Another Set of Hands 

Pool Side Service 

The Couple that Cheats Together… 

The Classic 

Fun in the Sun 

A Night at the Theater 

Enjoying Every Inch

Lunchtime Chronicles: My, My Sweet Potato Pie

Author: Sonja B.

Sweet, Smooth, and Sinful

Bianca Moore

After going through a bitter divorce that left me broken and angry at the world, I needed a fresh start. On a whim, I took the advice of my best friend, Tangy, and

moved to the small country town of Leesbough, where she resides. The townspeople welcome me with their southern hospitality, which I wasn’t used to. I

instantly fell in love with my new home and community. The only thing that was a mystery, was my elusive neighbor, Andrew Peterson, who lived down the dirt

road from me. Tangy and others warned me not to interact with him because he’s known as the town recluse. However, when that handsome mountain of a man

with a scruffy beard and long hair showed up on my doorstep holding a sweet potato pie, all of their warnings went out the window.

Andrew Peterson

Yeah, I’ve been watching my sexy new neighbor since the day she moved in. I’m not a Peeping Tom! When she wears those short shorts and tank tops to tend to

her garden, I’d be crazy to look away. I catch her staring in the direction of my place, but she can’t see me as I admire her from afar. I know the folks in town have

told her to steer clear of me, and she should. When I caught a glimpse of her crying on her front porch, I wanted to do something to take the tears away. They say

the way to a man’s heart is through his stomach, but I say the way to a woman’s, is with my sweet potato pie.

Dirty Alpha (The Alpha's Obsession Book 2)

Author: Olivia T. Turner

I think my cheeks are going to stay pink forever. 

Because this grizzly bear shifter keeps making me blush with the filthy things he's saying. 

Julian is not shy to let me know what he wants. 

And what he wants is me. 

He's obscene, vulgar, lewd, crude, and just plain dirty whenever he opens his mouth.



I can't believe this man is my fated mate. 

Oh, well... clean is overrated anyway. 

I'm starting to like his dirty mouth. 

And all the heavenly things he can do with it... 

 

 

If you like an alpha with a dirty mouth, you gotta get this one! Julian Bowen is a filthy-talking Over-The-Top grizzly bear shifter who will have you roaring!  

This is book two in the The Alpha's Obsession series. These books can be read in any order, are SAFE, with no cheating, and a furry HEA guaranteed. Enjoy!

Carnal Alpha (The Alpha's Obsession Book 1)

Author: Olivia T. Turner

It was love at first growl.

I was drawn to this small Montana town from across the country.

But trouble was drawn to me as soon as I stepped into Blackcloud Point.

Luckily, one of the rugged locals stepped up to protect me.

When I saw Cameron Bowen I just knew.

Maybe it was the territorial way he looked at me.

Or, his possessive touch.

It could have been his obsessive need to protect and keep me safe.

Or, the way he kept calling me his.

But between you and me, it was probably the fact that this beautiful dominant bear shifter gets naked at the drop of a paw.

He's a true alpha. Growly, and demanding, and obsessive, and so irresistible.

And now I'm in a new sort of trouble.

But trouble has never been so much fun...

Like your alphas obsessed to the core and insatiable for more? Cameron Bowen is a dominant Over-The-Top grizzly bear shifter who will have you roaring! 

This is book one in the The Alpha's Obsession series. These books can be read in any order, are SAFE, with no cheating, and a furry HEA guaranteed. Enjoy!

Bent: Shared in Public Bundle: Dirty Sex Stories for Adults

Author: Josephine Red

Three dirty and explicit stories of young women not being able to resist their darkest desires even in crowded places where the danger of being exposed is higher

than ever…

Men who can’t wait to get off!

Whether on a bus, at a subway or in the back seat of a cab, when faced with multiple alpha males who demand to take them on the spot, these young

women will be shared and stretched roughly in public!

And they have no choice but to be satisfied…

MILF Neighborhood: Part Two (The Alpha Society Book 2)

Author: Nick Storming

A MILF Harem Fantasy! 

Part 2 of 5 

 

After graduation I decided to surprise my wife and move us to her hometown. Little did I know it was me who would be surprised. Not just by my beautiful 

mother-in-law just down the street, but all the other wife's and mothers with their predatory eyes. 

 

Jocelyn is the love of my life, and a woman of grace and beauty, head and shoulders above the rest at college. When I married her I thought I was the luckiest 

man in the world. But after a swim in the Lake's strange waters, I began learning of the strange society in my wife's hometown and I'm beginning to learn what 

real luck is... 

 

Between home and work out hero is growing his Coven piece by piece but he has more work to do, before he discovers the secrets of the Alpha Society. 

 

What does a Society built around Alphas look like? 

Just how many wives and mothers in the Neighborhood need... tending to?



 

MILF Neighborhood is set in the same Universe as The Golden Age, but years in the future and intended to be a stand-alone story. 

 

This is a harem series containing MILF's, Lawyers, Secretaries, A sexy FBI Agent, Breeding, Interracial, FM, FFM, FFFM, and more!!

Given to the Orc Hunter: A Steamy Monster Romance (Orc Bride Fated Mates Book 2)

Author: Tanya Anders

I’ve been caged with a beast . . . and he will not be denied

My name is Nya and I’m in mortal danger.

I’m to be the plaything of all manner of creatures.

But I’m hoping love can set me free.

Alone in my dungeon cell, I hear thunderous footsteps outside . . . and they don’t sound human.

To protect my life, I must make unlikely alliances with creatures I once thought of as savages.

I’m discovering that forbidden fruit can leave a delicious taste in the mouth . . . and elsewhere.

The thrilling second book from Tanya Anders ramps up the drama, action and heat.

Given to the Orc Hunter contains intense, steamy scenes with consenting action.

Daddy's Angel (Forbidden Reads Book 1)

Author: K.A Knight

I never wanted to need him.

But when my boyfriend cheats on me, I decide to get a little revenge...by sleeping with his father.

Tyler, Mr. Phillips. The silver fox that fills my fantasies and has been off limits… until now. Our one night together turns into more than we could have ever

imagined, but when real life explodes into our torrid romance can we handle what it brings?

Hearts are broken, lives are ruined, but if we can survive the world pulling us apart, we just might have a chance at a happily ever after.

Buckle up daddy, I’m about to be your angel.

Screw you Justin, your dad does it better.

*This book contains dark elements which some readers may find triggering. All characters in this story are over eighteen and all sexual interactions are fully

consensual.*

Stanton Adore: (Stanton #1)

Author: T L Swan

He’s bold and beautiful, strong and captivating. 

He taught me who I was. 

Joshua Stanton is an integral part of my history that I can never revisit. 

 

Sometimes I wish we never met, because then I wouldn’t know what I was missing. 

A piece of my puzzle, and all of my heart. 

 

But it doesn’t matter anyway, because the beautiful boy I fell in love with six years ago has returned as a different man. 

 

Still gorgeous, but now wealthy, hardened and cold. 

He has an entourage wherever he goes and it’s clear that he doesn’t feel the same about me. 

 

But every now and then I get a glimpse of my beloved man. 

He’s still in there somewhere….I know he is. 



I just have to find him. 

 

Curve Distraction: A curvy dirty quickie novella (Hot Insta Ever-Afters Book 1)

Author: Christa Wick

Starla Parks has spent two years quietly in love with her boss, billionaire philanthropist Cole Mason. When a search for a missing report on his computer leads to

her discovering a very secret, very dirty file revealing exactly what turns him on, she can't believe her eyes, or the timing of it all. They've got a work overnighter

coming up, which means she's got one crazy chance to make his most wicked fantasies come true.

…Along with all of hers as well.

This is Book #1 in the Hot Insta Ever-Afters Collection, a series of (some very) dirty lil’ novellas for the busy reader looking for: 1) alphalicious heroes &

curvalicious heroines, 2) a few smiles w/ their steam, and 3) no-wait, no-drama insta ever-afters.

HOT INSTA EVER-AFTERS (aka Dirty Curvy Quickies)

Curve Distraction (Starla & Cole)

Curve Negotiation (Maggie & Jack & Ryan)

Curve Proposition (Amber & Sam)

Curve Satisfaction (Rachel & Carter)

Note: This book was previously titled Curve Lullaby (c) 2014. It’s the same fun story, revised with newly added/expanded content, as well as a fresh new title &

cover makeover.

Dirty Daddies: 2020 Anniversary Anthology

Author: Maren Smith

Twenty-five brand new romances! Penned by some of the best authors in the genre, there's a Daddy for everyone! Whether you like Cowboy Daddies, Boss

Daddies, Dark Daddies, Military Daddies, Stern Daddies, Shifter Daddies, Alien Daddies, or LGTBQ Daddies, this deliciously naughty collection of all-new stories

is bursting with HOT, raw, Daddy Dom action that’s sure to leave you breathless.

Featuring Stories by NYT, USA TODAY and International Bestselling Authors:

Eden Bradley

Renee Rose & Vanessa Vale

Maren Smith

Rayanna Jamison

Allysa Hart

Allie Belle

Pepper North

Golden Angel

Kara Kelley

J.M. Dabney

Aubrey Cara

Brianna Hale

Emily Tilton

Laylah Roberts

Maggie Ryan

Stella Moore

RJ Gray

P.D. Carter

Adaline Raine

Delta James

Nicolina Martin

Carly Marie

Meredith O’Reilly

Felicity Brandon

M.A. Innes

Love At First Sight (Love Comes First Book 2)

Author: Olivia T. Turner



My aim in golf is as good as my taste in guys--crooked and always getting me into trouble.

That's why I'm dreading this golf tournament that my boss is dragging me to.

But when I'm shuffling through the forest on the third hole, I find something more than just my lost ball.

I find Eli Cline.

And he is the definition of trouble.

It doesn't take long for this possessive hottie to become full-blown obsessed with me, but I'm not about to make it easy on him.

I'm going to torture him all day.

But at night, it's going to be a different story.

Because I just might let this hot rich alpha who's also terrible at golf have his way...

It's laughter and love at first sight for this Over-The-Top possessive alpha and his new crush. No cheating and a sweet HEA that will have you grinning and

blushing! Enjoy!

Off Limit Forced Seduced Rough Dirty Adult Erotic Sex Stories Anthology Collection

Author: Abbie Wilkerson

Ready yourself with soaked panties and sleepless nights starting from this very moment!

150 mouth-watering tales of erotic encounters... ranging from the naughtiest taboo types to the hot, panty drenching variety!

So come and get it before they're taken down!!

Hefty

Author: Jessa Kane

It’s a pathetic tale as old as time. Zach, the hefty offensive lineman for Juniper High School’s football team is in love with the beautiful head cheerleader. Jill is

completely out of his league, there’s no way she could ever want him back…oh, and she’s his sister’s best friend. But one magical night in the back row of the bus

changes everything when Jill asks Zach to help her explore a budding need for intimacy…and he’s the only one she trusts enough to help. What else is a big man

to do when the incredible girl he’s loved since childhood offers her lips…and so much more? But is winning Jill’s love really so far fetched? Or has Zach had it all

along…

Obsessed

Author: Jenika Snow

I knew he watched me. I saw it. I felt it.

Oli was dangerous, an illegal underground fighter who was brutal and powerful. I’d never met a man more… male than him.

He said he’d always be in my life. He said he’d always care for me. I felt that way too. But I loved him. So much that I knew there’d be no other guy for me.

And tonight was the night. He’d know how I felt, know what I wanted.

The things he made me feel… they were obscene, filthy. They made me burn alive.

And when he told me he wanted me, only me, that he was obsessed with the very thought of me, I knew there was no going back. Oli was bigger than life.

The way he looked at me made me feel like I was the only thing that would sate the very primal, male part of him.

And so here I was, watching him fight, seeing him destroy the competition as if it meant nothing at all, knowing after tonight I’d be his in every way.

Every. Way.

Royal Savage (Savage & Ink Book 1)

Author: Victoria Ashley

ROYAL SAVAGE 

I CAN’T CLOSE MY EYES… I refuse to. Every time I do, all I see is blood, death, and pain. I can feel it - almost taste it, bringing me back to that night.



It doesn't matter that I'm still breathing; I no longer need it, I no longer want it. I despise it along with everything else around me. 

The only thing I long for is to fu@king fade away. I've given up. Until her at least… 

AVALON. 

She comes into my world, knocking me on my a@s. 

It turns me on to have her around me. Makes me want to wrap my hand around her tight little throat and fu@k her until she feels my pain, feels the monster in

me, but also makes me want to protect her from the very thing that she should be afraid of... me. 

Once she sees the damage that I’m capable of; she’ll look at me like everyone else around me does: with fear. 

 

AVALON KNIGHT 

HIS EYES... THE DARKNESS IN them draws me to him, making me want to taste him, feel him… and save him. I shouldn't have gotten on the back of his

motorcycle that day. I know that now. Colton warned me. I was told it was dangerous. I was told that nothing would be the same. He was right. 

ROYAL is dangerous, dark, and seductive; the very thing that keeps me hanging on, willing to give my last breath just to touch him… breathe him in. 

He’s savage, inked, and highly captivating. So different from his brother… 

He's hazardous to my health, mind, and body, yet the only thing that I crave. I want to free him. I want to change his mind, but I'm afraid that he’s already too

faded… 

 

 

Disclaimer: This entire series is graphic with detailed violence, sex, and language. 

If you’re offended by books that have explicit content, please proceed with caution. 

The Arrangement: (Sacred Sinners - Mother Chapter Prequel) (Sacred Sinners MC- Mother Chapter Book 2)

Author: Bink Cummings

Years ago, I met my match. The club whore who fulfills all this old mans needs.

We have fun anywhere and everywhere.

Our antics rival most of my brothers'.

I'm Blimp, the treasurer of the Sacred Sinners MC.

You think you can handle our ride?

Warning: Contains adult content. Proceed with caution. You have been warned.

Standalone short- previously found in the Love, Loyalty, & Mayhem anthology.

Timeline- Book takes place after Short #4 of MC Chronicles & Prior to 23 Hours

ACE: Steel Patriots MC

Author: Mary Kennedy

Alex "Ace" Mills is an integral part of the Steel Patriots MC. His brothers, and by extension, their wives are a huge part of his life. They love him - even if he can't

stand to physically touch any of them. It isn't his fault...it was something he was working on every day. When he listened to his friends discussing the erotic

romance novels of CC Robat he knew exactly what he needed to give them for Christmas. But when CC turned out to be Charlotte...Charlie...his world turns

upside down in one night. Now he has to figure out a way to keep her safe, get used to touching her body, and living out the words she put to paper. Every mans'

dream.

Charlotte Tabor was a writer of erotic romance novels, but of course no one knew that. She insisted on writing under the pen name CC Robat. When she received

the sweet email on her fan page about a man wanting to give his friends' the gift of CC Robat for Christmas, she was flattered and to be honest...it was perfect

timing. Fights with her publisher, the pain of a failed relationship and Charlie was ready for something new. Now if she could just control her panic attacks around

crowds and people touching her, she'd be perfect. Merry freaking Christmas!

The Devil's Bride (The Underground Rulers Book 1)

Author: Key Kirita

He leaned down, taking my chin in his hand, forcing me to look up into his blood-red eyes. His fangs were showing, dripping with the blood of my boyfriend who 

lay on the ground, lifeless. 

 

"You are mine, Bast. You'd do well to remember that." He purred, as he licked the blood off his lips. "No other man make take your innocence, but me." he said, 

looking down at my nearly naked form, the lust in his eyes making me squirm. 



"Yes, Damien." I whispered in response, covering myself in the sheet, and looking over at the body of Jacob with a whimper. 

______________________________________________ 

 

My name is Bast, I'm seventeen years old, soon to be eighteen. When I was twelve, my parents sold me to the devil. On my eighteenth birthday, he will come

back for me.

Want Me

Author: Neve Wilder

Two roommates. One calculus exam. A whole lot of extracurricular activity.

Nate:

Living with four other guys, it's bound to happen.

Every guy's been caught taking care of business at least once, right?

It shouldn't be a big deal.

But I don't know Eric as well as my other roommates, and things are a little awkward now.

He's a loner. A mystery. Quietly confident. Smart.

Sexy as hell.

I've been happily subsisting on the typical frat guy diet of booze and sorority girls.

But the way Eric looked at me that night?

There was something there.

Something that's got me curious.

Something that's stirring up feelings I thought I'd left behind for good.

Something that's making me think I'm not as straight as I thought I was.

I can't get him off of my mind.

I don't think I want to.

So when he offers to help me study for a midterm, I take him up on it.

It's innocent.

Probably. Maybe.

There's no way I could've known what it'd start...

This is a steamy standalone new adult/college mm romance with HEA that unfolds across six "episodes" following Nate and Eric. Now bundled up in one

collection with a bonus episode for a seamless reading experience. 87,000 words.

Incubus 1: An urban fantasy harem light novel

Author: Brandon Varnell

Anthony Amasius likes to pretend he’s nothing but a simple college student attending the Institution of Magical Sciences on Academy Island. The truth is that he’s

far from simple. Anthony is the only incubus in the entire world, though he refuses to bond with any woman. Right now his only goal in life is honoring the woman

he loved and lost and bringing his younger brother out of a coma.

But when a War Maiden from Custodes Daemonium comes knocking on his door with orders to kill him, Anthony will find himself being forced to make a choice:

Embrace what he’s become or die a dog’s death.

Warning: This series contains nudity, sex, violence, and a slow burn harem romance. It is not for the prude of heart. Read at your own risk.

Lunchtime Chronicles: Carolina Reaper

Author: Keta Kendric

Zyana: One phone call flipped my life so far out of order, I ended up in the hands of a dangerous motorcycle club gunman that went by the name, ‘Snake Eyes.’ 

The man dripped sex appeal, breathed danger, and lived outside the law, and I’d be damned if I didn’t want his fire to defrost my hidden desires. 



Israel: When my longtime friend asked me to protect the sister I never knew he had, I volunteered with no questions asked. I assumed the job would be easy, but

you know what they say about assuming. Danger was a patch I wore on my cut with pride, but nothing within my lethal arsenal could help me extinguish the fire

Zyana ignited in my soul. 

 

Warning: This novella is an interracial romance that contains strong violence, explicit sexual content, and is intended for adults. If you have no problem with any

of the aforementioned, please continue, there is a hot alpha waiting to meet you. 

Lethal Kisses: 18 Tales of Sex, Horror, and Revenge

Author: Ellen Datlow

Stories of dark desire and wicked payback from Jonathan Lethem, Joyce Carol Oates, Caitlín R. Kiernan, Richard Christian Matheson, and more.

From Shakespeare to Poe, revenge has always been one of the great themes in literature. This anthology contains eighteen stories of ruthless vengeance. A

philanderer spends a night with one nameless woman too many. A second-rate music video talent turns down a chance at superstardom and escapes a deadly

contract. A comedy duo realizes that retribution is no laughing matter. And a single woman must face the shocking reasons for her solitary lifestyle.

Multiple-award-winning editor Ellen Datlow commissioned these and fourteen other tales from some of the most talented authors of our time to make up Lethal

Kisses. Available for the first time in the United States, this is a collection of eighteen horrifying tales on evening the score.

This ebook features an illustrated biography of Ellen Datlow, including rare photos from the editor’s personal collection.

His Little Secret

Author: Jessa Kane

Ripley has been in love with her step-uncle, Mase, since he got out of prison. Though they’ve stalked each other with their eyes for a long time, they haven’t acted

on their blistering attraction and the clock is starting to tick. Ripley is leaving for college next week and doesn’t want to go without quenching the hunger he’s

stirred with his scarred biker hands and big, tattooed body. When she finds a mysterious number in his phone and calls it, she formulates a plan and sets it into

motion. She’ll seduce Mase without revealing her true identity. Once they’ve been together, he’ll stop warning Ripley that she’s forbidden and they’ll finally be

together.

Mase ought to be ashamed of himself, lusting after his brother’s much younger stepdaughter. But hell if he can help it. No, he can’t resist being drawn closer and

closer to the flame, dying to get burned…and he finally does, duped into one night that did nothing to get the sweet redhead out of his system. Ripley is now

pregnant with his child. But his outburst over being tricked has driven her away. Now he’ll move heaven and earth to get her back. To make her his forever.

Shared by the Aliens: A Reverse Harem Sci-Fi Romance

Author: Ren Hardwick

Five years ago, the moon was destroyed in an asteroid strike, upending life on Earth as the planet became more and more uninhabitable. Two years ago, the

viraxians arrived with a ship large enough to replace the lost moon. In exchange for saving Earth, they asked for one thing: human women.

Rayna is tired of struggling. She's tired of being hungry, scared, and alone. So she does what few women have been willing to do--she signs up for the viraxian

breeding program. Assigned to three big viraxian males, Rayna expects nothing but a safe bed and regular meals in exchange for the use of her body. But when

their straight-forward arrangement of convenience evolves into something more emotionally complex, Rayna and her males must fight to keep their newfound

love.

Author's Note: Shared by the Aliens is an extremely high heat romance with sexual scenes involving one human woman and three alien males. It includes

depictions of MF and MM within a group (MFMM) dynamic.

Tail 'Em (Jailbreak Book 1)

Author: Sam Hall

Never tell them what we are, Shannon’s grandmother had always said. 

 

Working as a faux-Reiki healer in her local veterinary clinic, Shannon uses her psychic abilities to help sick or anxious animals, worried that one day people were 

going to see past the New Age façade she’d constructed. 

 

With good cause.



 

Men from the newly created Capricorn Institute bring her to the newly renovated prison on the hill to work her wiles on their beasts, creatures she’d thought she’d

only ever seen in a zoo, but they don’t respond to her psychic overtures like a normal animal would. 

 

Because they aren’t. 

 

Beautiful, wild, Shannon’s about to find out the truth about the Big Bad Wolf and all of his apex predator friends. These sexy shifters track her every movement,

memorise her scent, because even from behind bars, they’re hunting her. Physically, psychically, these men will use whatever tactics they can to get what they

want: her. 

 

 

This is book one in a brand new super steamy series from the author of the Pack Heat series. If you love hot shifter romance, you’ll love Tail ‘Em. Some MM

Bound By Hatred (Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles Book 3)

Author: Cora Reilly

When Gianna watched her sister Aria getting married to a man she barely knew, she promised herself she wouldn’t let the same thing happen to her.

Matteo – The Blade – Vitiello set his eyes on Gianna the moment he saw her on his brother Luca’s wedding, and Rocco Scuderi is more than willing to give his

daughter to him, but Gianna has no intention of marrying for any other reason than love. A few months before the wedding, Gianna escapes her bodyguards and

runs away. She has enough money to flee to Europe and begin a new life. But staying undetected when the mob is searching for her is a challenge that takes

everything, especially as one of their best hunters and assassins is after her: Matteo Vitiello.

After six months on the run, Gianna finally settles into a tentative routine in Munich, but then Matteo and a couple of her father’s soldiers find her with another

man.

Despite her pleads they kill her boyfriend, and Gianna is forced to marry Matteo. Her emotions alternating between guilt over having dragged an innocent into her

world and hatred toward Matteo, Gianna is determined to make life hell for her husband. But Matteo is a master at mind games and their struggle for power soon

turns into hate-fueled nights of passion.

**Book #3 in the "Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles". This book can be read as a standalone.**

The Berserker Saga: A Werewolf Warrior Romance Boxset (Berserker Romance Saga Book 1)

Author: Lee Savino

Over 500,000 copies sold...

I’ll never forget the first time I saw them, warriors moving like shadows from the trees. Their eyes seemed to glow with a fierce golden light, moving more like

beasts than men. I trembled, every hair on my flesh prickled in the age old response of the hunted. They were predators and I was prey. 

They entered the clearing and brought with them the smell of blood. Clad in furs and leather, bristling with weapons, they were warriors the likes of which I’d

never seen. Huge, hulking forms, dark shapes pricked with glowing pairs of eyes. 

I could not face them properly, for I was bound to a tree, in the middle of a wilderness, helpless as I waited to be sold to the Berserkers.

Part warrior, part wolf, the Berserkers must find their true mates to break the witch's curse. 

Read the first five books in the Berserker Saga in one volume:

Sold to the Berserkers

Mated to the Berserkers

Taken by the Berserkers

Given to the Berserkers

Claimed by the Berserkers 

Curve Proposition: A curvy dirty quickie novella (Hot Insta Ever-Afters Book 3)



Author: Christa Wick

Amber Rice has never had the big O, ever, which is why her friends decide to send her to a ridiculously handsome massage therapist who supposedly helps with

this sort of thing. Unfortunately for her, the rumors about Sam and his ‘extra services’ aren’t true at all. Not that Sam is going to let the sweet, plus-size virgin just

run off without a trace. Not a chance.

He’s more than happy to deliver just what the shy cutie is looking for—and so much more.

This is Book #3 in the Hot Insta Ever-Afters Collection, a series of (some very) dirty lil’ novellas for the busy reader looking for: 1) alphalicious heroes &

curvalicious heroines, 2) a few smiles w/ their steam, and 3) no-wait, no-drama insta ever-afters.

HOT INSTA EVER-AFTERS (aka Dirty Curvy Quickies)

Curve Distraction (Starla & Cole)

Curve Negotiation (Maggie & Jack & Ryan)

Curve Proposition (Amber & Sam)

Curve Satisfaction (Rachel & Carter)

Note: This book was previously titled Slow Hand Curves (c) 2012. It’s the same fun story, revised with newly added/expanded content, as well as a fresh new title

& cover makeover.

Controlled Chaos (Clarke Brothers Book 2)

Author: Christina C. Jones

Andre Clarke is painfully accustomed to being in control.

He’s the problem solver, the “responsible” brother, the one who keeps everything around him in order.

Until Drew Dawson steps in to turn him upside down.

Andre may be used to doling out commands, but Drew isn’t one to take them.

Two very different people, with a shared goal… if only they can play their roles.

Taboo: a 3 Book Dark Romance Boxset Collection

Author: Stasia Black

Three full-length novels of filthy, forbidden romance…

The Virgin and the Beast

Everything has its price, even virginity…and Xavier is willing to pay.

Hurt So Good

It’s the single most forbidden of female fantasies. Most are ashamed to speak it out loud, much less ask for it, and usually so is Miranda…until Dylan Lennox

comes along.

Daddy’s Sweet Girl

Sarah gets a new step-father...and a new step-brother. Family ties have never been so twisted.

Please note that these books are dark romances with intense scenes and include fantasies of dubious consent.

FORCED BY DADDY : Extremely Explicit Hot Taboo Sex Stories with Only Forbidden, Dirty & Erotica

Content

Author: Dana James

If you are ★LOOKING FOR HOT SEX STORIES★, this book is for you. You will find all the dirty things you need to set your reading on fire!♥

You'd best get this BOOK quickly, before it gets taken down!!

For Adults only. 18+

Fallen Crest Family (Fallen Crest Series, Book 2)

Author: Tijan



Samantha and Mason are together. Everyone knows it. Not everyone is dealing with it. While Mason’s ready to give them the middle finger, there’s one not going

away. Her mother. Threats are issued. Ultimatums are given. Even blackmail is used, but only Samantha can put a stop to Analise. However, when a trauma from

her past is triggered, she may not have the courage or strength to do what’s needed. If she doesn’t, Mason’s future could be destroyed.

Forbidden Flowers: More Women's Sexual Fantasies

Author: Nancy Friday

A collection of women’s intimate erotic thoughts by the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of The Secret Garden and “liberator of the female

libido” (Newsday).

The publication of the groundbreaking expose on women's sexual fantasies, My Secret Garden, ushered in a revolution in women's sexual freedom of expression.

In Forbidden Flowers, Nancy Friday reveals even more erotic, wild, and explicit fantasies expressed by women all over the world, from all ethnic and

socioeconomic backgrounds.

Like My Secret Garden before it, Forbidden Flowers is a celebration of the depth, potency, and imaginative breadth of women’s inner erotic lives. By giving female

readers a glimpse into the ordinary and often extraordinary fantasies of other women, it offers to some an exhilarating freedom from the guilt and shame so often

associated with sexual fantasy—and to others, provides fascinating insight into the psychology of female sexual response.

“The author whose books about gender politics helped redefine American women’s sexuality.” —The New York Times

Cross the Line: An MM Enemies to Lovers High School Romance

Author: Becca Steele

Leaving everything behind to move to England was difficult enough, but when I catch the attention of Alstone High's bad boy for all the wrong reasons, things go

from bad to worse.

He resents my position as the soccer team's MVP, and that isn't even the worst part.

He's figured out my secret.

He knows I want him, and he hates me for it.

But I can see right through Kian Courtland, and I've figured something out. Something that he won't even admit to himself.

His secret?

He wants me, too.

Cross the Line is a standalone M/M new adult high school romance novella with enemies to lovers themes. This book contains mature situations and content.

*Originally published in the Love At First Fright anthology. This novella edition has been revised and expanded.

Given to the Gladiator

Author: Olivia T. Turner

I've been taken from my village, bound as a slave, and now I'm being thrown at the feet of the most deadly Gladiator in Roman history.

I belong to Kaeso Vinicius now.

I'm his prize.

He gets to do whatever he wants to me and there's nobody around to stop him.

I tremble as I look up at the largest man I've ever seen.

And the scariest.

He's so unlike the pretty-faced boys who chased me around the village.

He's rough-looking with scars all over and a hungry gleam in his dark possessive eyes, like he's about to devour me whole.

I did not picture my first time like this...

So, why is my body urging me to go to him?

Why am I not afraid, but excited?

Why is this brutish monster of a man saying he finally has something to fight for?

And why am I hoping it's me?

This over-the-top Roman Gladiator will have you screaming for mercy and then begging for more. Who can resist an obsessed alpha in a loincloth? Insta-love at

its finest in a SAFE read with no cheating and a super sweet HEA guaranteed. Enjoy!

Fat Ma: An Erotic novel



Author: Nicole Jackson

Piggy is in a bind, and Khyro has the cure for her problem. The only issue is that Khyro is married to Piggy’s cousin Tabitha. With her back against the wall, Piggy

must use Fat Ma to get herself ahead. In this erotic tale, find out just how nasty and sticky the situation will become.

Sugar Daddies

Author: Jade West

A sugar daddy website doesn’t seem a sound basis for an A1 life plan, but I’m a small town girl with big dreams, and there’s this one advert, this one crazy advert

I can’t stop thinking about…

Two hot guys seeking their Little Miss Right.

Someone who can entertain them, amuse them, fit in with their corporate schedule.

And sex. They want sex.

Lots of sex.

Bonus, right? One major dose of epic win.

Of course, guys like Carl and Rick have their conditions. One being that they come together, or not at all.

Hell, I can live with that.

And there are no skeletons in their designer closet, none that I can find.

Just two hot sugar daddies, with particular tastes, nothing to worry about.

Until Carl and Rick spill the big one, the one that sends the girls running. A whole string of them before me, running to the hills without so much as a backward

glance.

Maybe I should run, too. Thanks but no thanks, see you around, guys, nice knowing you.

But I’m already in way too deep for that.

Warning – as with every other Jade West book, reader discretion is highly advised. This novel contains vivid depictions of MMF / MM relationships, and Jade’s

characters, as always, have very filthy mouths. Mature readers only, please.

Hawk's Property: Insurgents Motorcycle Club (Insurgents MC Romance Book 1)

Author: Chiah Wilder

From the first time Hawk saw her, he knew he wanted to do dirty things to her in his bed.

Hawk, the muscled, tatted, badass Vice President of the Insurgents Motorcycle Club, sees women as bed warmers, nothing more. He never stays with the same

woman, and although there are plenty of women who want to be his old lady, he wants none of that.

He doesn't date.

He doesn't let chicks ride on the back of his bike.

He doesn't fall in love.

And that suits him just fine until he meets her whose eyes light a fire in him. Problem is she's not so easy to get into his bed. Hawk wants her. And when Hawk

wants something he takes it.

Cara Minelli doesn't want to go to the biker bar, but her friend talks her into it. Swearing off men since she caught her fiancé cheating on her right before

her wedding, she has buried herself in her career not wanting a man in her life. Until she sees him. He is sexy, rough, crude, and oh so very wrong for her. So

why can't she stop thinking of all the nasty things he'll do to her if she relents and lets him in her bed?

Then a vicious killer who has been strangling women in the area focuses on Cara. Police think bikers are involved. Can Cara set aside her trust issues and let

Hawk into her life?

Hawk sees it as his job to protect what is his...and Cara is very much his even if she doesn't know it yet. Cara keeps her heart guarded, but when danger comes

calling, their lives collide. Hawk will stop at nothing to keep Cara safe and make her “Property of Hawk”.

The Insurgents MC series are standalone romance novels. Hawk’s Property is Book One in the series. This book contains violence, strong language, and steamy

sexual scenes. HEA. No cliffhangers. The book is intended for readers over the age of 18.

Curve Negotiation: A curvy dirty quickie novella (Hot Insta Ever-Afters Book 2)



Author: Christa Wick

As director of a high-profile investment firm, 40-something divorcee Maggie has built her career around controlling risks and anticipating the unexpected. So,

when she's forced to let go of both Jack and Ryan, her two favorite summer interns, no one is more caught off guard than she is when the sexy pair immediately

suggest a way they can still be of service to her and her needs. Together. 

Talk about a high-risk situation she just did not see coming.

This is Book #2 (and a menage tale--just FYI) in the Hot Insta Ever-Afters Collection, a series of (some very) dirty lil’ novellas for the busy reader looking for: 1)

alphalicious heroes & curvalicious heroines, 2) a few smiles w/ their steam, and 3) no-wait, no-drama insta ever-afters.

HOT INSTA EVER-AFTERS (aka Dirty Curvy Quickies)

Curve Distraction (Starla & Cole)

Curve Negotiation (Maggie & Jack & Ryan)

Curve Proposition (Amber & Sam)

Curve Satisfaction (Rachel & Carter)

Note: This book was previously titled The Cougar Wore Curves (c) 2015. It’s the same fun story, revised with newly added/expanded content, as well as a fresh

new title & cover makeover.

His Future Bride (His Bride Series)

Author: Nichole Rose

He's not letting her get away…even if he has to keep chasing her down.

Cash

Riley Saunders is a goddess. I'm sure of it.

She's feisty and independent, and those curves of hers drive me wild.

I think I fell in love with her the second she opened her mouth and told me off.

Now I have to convince her that no matter how far she runs, I'll follow.

She's worth the chase.

One way or another, this little virgin goddess is going to be mine.

Riley

Cash Jamison is crazy. Or so I keep telling myself.

Who decides to marry someone on first sight? He did, that's who. I think he's serious.

He's gorgeous and dominant, and I might be just as crazy as he is because I want to belong to him.

But why would a billionaire who looks like him want a curvy girl like me?

He sounds like he means it when he says I'm his…but I'm so afraid he's going to break my heart.

Please chase me, Cash.

Warning

When this bossy billionaire meets his younger BBW, she's everything he didn't know was missing. Now he has to convince her that she's worth the chase in this

sweet, steamy romance from Nichole Rose. If virgins, hot billionaires, and over-the-top hilarity sound like a good time to you, you're going to love this older alpha

male, younger bbw romance. All Nichole Rose books come complete with a sticky sweet and guaranteed HEA.

Two Billionaires in Vegas: A Halloween MFM Romance (Love by Numbers Book 1)

Author: Nicole Casey

Two sexy, domineering, utterly irresistible alpha males want to claim me as their own.

But the question is: am I ready to be shared?

 

 

Erin 

How did I even end up here? 

I was supposed to be here only for my best friend's wedding. 

You know, flowers, speeches, yadi yadi yada. 

I was bored as hell and desperately needed to escape. 

And that was when I met them. 

 

Two tall, sexy Ex-Marines. 

Jackson and Caleb. The owners of the dungeon. 

One sets my body on fire. Charming, rugged, and rock-hard.



The other makes me tremble. Dominant, intense, and damaged. 

 

When the elevator doors close, I know there’s no going back. 

And then they tell me something that makes me weak in the knees... 

They want to share me. Pleasure me. Together. 

 

Nicole’s Note: Two Billionaires in Vegas is an exciting and thrilling romance in my new Reverse Harem Romance series – Love by Numbers. It’s the first book in

the series, but it can be read as a standalone. I've also included a preview of the next book in the series for you. Happy reading! 

 

Love by Numbers Series 

2 Billionaires in Vegas 

3 Bosses' Assistant 

4 Ranchers' Bride 

5 Mafia Captors' Virgin 

6 Single Dads' Nanny 

7 Groomsmen from Hell 

8 Brothers' Fiancee 

...to be continued

Grey: Fifty Shades of Grey as Told by Christian (Fifty Shades of Grey Series Book 4)

Author: E L James

E L James revisits the world of Fifty Shades with a deeper and darker take on the love story that has enthralled millions of readers around the globe.

Look for E L James’ passionate new love story, The Mister, available now.

Christian Grey exercises control in all things; his world is neat, disciplined, and utterly empty—until the day that Anastasia Steele falls into his office, in a tangle of

shapely limbs and tumbling brown hair. He tries to forget her, but instead is swept up in a storm of emotion he cannot comprehend and cannot resist. Unlike any

woman he has known before, shy, unworldly Ana seems to see right through him—past the business prodigy and the penthouse lifestyle to Christian’s

cold, wounded heart.  

Will being with Ana dispel the horrors of his childhood that haunt Christian every night? Or will his dark sexual desires, his compulsion to control, and the

self-loathing that fills his soul drive this girl away and destroy the fragile hope she offers him?

This book is intended for mature audiences.

His Prize Pupil

Author: Jessa Kane

Alana is desperate to pay her college tuition and she only has one thing to sell—her innocence. The man who buys her for the night has very specific tastes.

Tastes that excite her as much as they confuse her—and she never expected to want to fulfill them so badly. One night beneath a rough, possessive stranger

named Gavin is not enough, but they’re torn apart before finding out one another’s true identities. That problem is solved a week later when Alana is sitting in the

front row of her first college class and in walks her professor—none other than Gavin.

Their passion brings them roaring back together, but Gavin is being considered for a board of directors position at the university. Dating a student would kill his

chances and Alana refuses to cost him the seat. Little does she know Gavin has found something much more important. Her. And he’s never giving her up.

Snatch: Cerberus MC Book 5

Author: Marie James

I've always been a connoisseur of the opposite sex. Tall, short, thin, thick and juicy, my tastes knew no limitations.

That became abundantly clear the night my best friend took me in his mouth.

Sure, there'd been close calls before, the slip of a hand or misplaced lips. With our propensity to share women, it was bound to happen.

That fateful night, I was met with pure intention and an experience I never want to forget.

Falling for a friend has never been so complicated.



HUGE X2: A Twin Stepbrother MFM Menage Romance (HUGE Series)

Author: Stephanie Brother

There are rumors going around about my twin stepbrothers. HUGE rumors.

I try to ignore gossip, but it’s easier said than done when it involves crazy sex stuff and verified reports about the size of things that a stepsister should know

nothing about.

Ethan and Nathan are the identically gorgeous hunks of man flesh that have just moved into my house. I could barely look at them before the rumors, with their

ridiculously twinkly blue eyes, and smiles that turn me into a mindless puddle of goo.

We’re supposed to be family and I’m trying my hardest to be a welcoming stepsister. But then I overhear them talking about things I am definitely not supposed to

know, and suddenly I realize I’m in double trouble.

HUGE X2 is the story of a girl’s realization that the best things in life come in extra-large, twin packs. HEA guaranteed!

Flames of Chaos (Legacy of the Nine Realms Book 1)

Author: Amelia Hutchins

Aria and her sisters return to the Human Realm of Haven Falls to find one of their own that’s gone missing. They soon discover things have changed in the

Human Realm and that nothing is what it seems, including Knox, the egotistical, self-centered, frustratingly gorgeous man who declared himself King during their

absence.

Sparks fly when the two enter a fiery battle of wills as Aria learns she is more than just a witch in the Hecate bloodline; she is much, much more.

Will Aria embrace her savage side to find her sister and save her family, or will she burn to ashes from his heated kisses and burning hot embrace?

Knox has ulterior motives for being in Haven Falls and never expected the little witch to show up and brazenly challenge his rule.

It was supposed to be easy; get in and get out. Move pieces into place and set the stage for the war he’s been planning for over five hundred years. Aria is his

sworn enemy but something within her calls to him and he hates himself for craving the fiery kisses that have reignited his cold, dead heart. One taste, and he

thought he could get her out of his system. He was wrong.

Will Knox let go of the memories of the past, driving his need for revenge that will destroy the pretty little witch he craves, or will he push the boundaries to fight

for and claim what is his by right? Either way, war is inevitable. And nothing will stop him from reaching for what is his.

Epic Fantasy with heavy love-hate situations with adult situations.

Husky

Author: Jessa Kane

It’s Fashion Week in New York City and Parker is down to the wire to design a men’s look. One problem? None of the slim male models are inspiring her. She

goes in search of inspiration and finds Daws. He’s nothing like the men in the fashion world. He’s huge, he’s thick…he’s husky. And he’s exactly what she needs.

Now to convince the gruff former bodyguard turned bar owner to be her pin cushion for the night…

Daws doesn’t need convincing. The moment Parker sets foot in his bar, he’s a goner. He’ll do anything to be alone with the fresh faced sweetheart, even if it

means walking down a runway in front of a thousand strangers. It’s not long before temptation takes over and Daws shows Parker that big men do it better. But

can he fit into her perfect world permanently? Or will they have to exist on the memories of their one explosive night?

Their Bridgewater Brides: Books 1-4 (Bridgewater Ménage)

Author: Vanessa Vale

The first four books in the USA Today bestselling Bridgewater Ménage series!

 

 

Their Runaway Bride- 

 

Crossing the Atlantic, Ann learns her father has plans for her that involve a business partner. Marriage. Refusing, she runs away. But where can she go on a 

ship? Bursting into Robert’s stateroom, she finds two men that will save her from her miserable future, and charts a course for a new one. 

 

Ann discovers that while she could have one husband, two is always better. 

 

— 

 

Their Kidnapped Bride- 

 

Emma James felt secure in her life. Money, social standing and the protection of her step-brother. Or so she thought. When she discovers his dark secrets, he



turns on her and sells her to a western brothel to keep her quiet. There, she's forced to work or participate in an auction. A virgin auction...and she's the prize. 

 

One look at Emma James and Whitmore Kane and Ian Stewart know she would belong to them. Marriage was the only way to truly claim her...so they bid and bid

well. As their bride, they return to the Bridgewater Ranch and teach her the ways to please not one husband, but two. But danger has tracked Ian around the

world and threatens their newfound relationship. Together, can they fight the demons of the past while forging a future? 

 

— 

 

Their Wayward Bride- 

 

When Laurel Sinclair's uncaring father seeks to pawn her off in marriage as part of a business deal, she seeks to avoid her fate by fleeing. But running away in a

Montana blizzard proves to be a terrible mistake. 

 

When handsome ranchers Mason and Brody find the stranded redhead next to her injured horse, they take her in and immediately decide to make her theirs,

convinced they can convert the beautiful stranger to an unusual arrangement of marrying them both. 

 

The Bridgewater way of one woman marrying two husbands is foreign to Laurel, but she soon grows to love the two protective men who awaken her to a world of

carnal pleasures she never knew existed. She grows to love them for their guidance and protection. 

 

But will her happiness be threatened by the secret she harbors? Will Mason and Brody still love her if they discover who she is? And what will happen when her

scheming father and the cruel man he wanted her to marry finally track her down? 

 

— 

 

Their Captivated Bride- 

 

The Bridgewater way of two men marrying one woman is uncommon in the Montana territory. But three men marrying one woman? That is unheard of, especially

for beautiful Olivia Weston. Her fate, it seems, will have her married to one man - a man she doesn't love. 

 

But when her betrothed treats her in a cruel manner, she rejects him and not long afterwards catches the eye of three handsome and virile ranchers. Cross, Rhys

and Simon are as different as three men can be. But they have one thing in common; they are determined to offer Olivia the protection of marriage and the

promise of endless carnal pleasures. 

 

Olivia worries that her instant attraction and hasty agreement to marry three men stems from a defect in her character. What kind of woman not just love three

men, but make the most intimate parts of herself available to their lustful attention? The chemistry between them is like lightning. Can she deny it? Or will Olivia

submit to become the most sated Bridgewater wife in this ongoing ménage series? 

 

 

Reasonable Doubt: Full Series (Episodes 1, 2, & 3)

Author: Whitney G.

A New York Times bestseller with over 100,000 copies sold!

My cock has an appetite.

A huge and very particular appetite: Blonde, curvy, and preferably not a fucking liar...(Although, that's a story for another day.) As a high profile lawyer, I don't

have time to waste on relationships, so I fulfill my needs by anonymously chatting and sleeping with women I meet online.

My rules are simple: One dinner. One night. No repeats.

This is only casual sex. Nothing more. Nothing less.

At least it was, until "Alyssa"...She was supposed to be a 27 year old lawyer, a book hoarder, and completely unattractive. She was supposed to be someone I

shared law advice with late at night, someone I could trust with details of my weekly escapades.

But then she came into my firm for an interview--a college-intern interview, and everything fucking changed...

Her Boyfriend’s Stepbrother: A MMF Bisexual Romance (The Forbidden Island Girls)

Author: Kristin Lance

Melia is packed and ready for a surfing trip to the Outer Banks of North Carolina with her boyfriend, what she doesn’t expect is that her boyfriend’s sexy 

stepbrother will provide more temptation than she’s ready to resist.



 

Mature Content: This book contains a sexy couple experimenting with a MMF relationship, two hot bi-curious stepbrothers, a beautiful Hawaiian surfer girl, a

wicked stepfather, a HEA ending, and no cheating!

Shiver

Author: Suzanne Wright

Kensey Lyons has never had ‘normal’. Instead, she has a mother who lives in her head, a stepfather who’s on death row, and the stigma that comes with being

the child of an extramarital affair. Writing has always been her escape. Knowing the reception her books receive will be tainted by her personal life, Kensey

secretly writes under a penname when she’s not working part-time at her godmother’s bar. Her world might not be exciting, but she likes it exactly as it is.

When she meets alarmingly compelling businessman Blake Mercier, the snap of attraction is instant. She doesn’t like it. Doesn’t want to be drawn to this man

who is blatantly dangerous, carries dark secrets, and lives life by his own rules. Neither of them make a great first impression on the other, so she’s more than

surprised when he begins to pursue her with a single-minded focus that is unsettling, thrilling, and infuriating. Her gut tells her to keep her distance, but Blake

won’t let her run. Won’t give her space.

There’s another person who won’t give her space. Someone who has discovered the secret of her penname and who seems intent on taunting her. And as

Kensey struggles to identify her persecutor, Blake is by her side, determined to keep her safe … because Blake Mercier always holds tight to what’s his. Always.

Try (Temptation Series Book 1)

Author: Ella Frank

Try – verb: to make an attempt or effort to do something or in this case…someone.

Sex. Logan Mitchell loves it, and ever since he realized his raw sexual appeal at a young age, he has had no problem using it to his advantage. Men and women

alike fall into his bed—after all, Logan is not one to discriminate. He lives by one motto—if something interests you, why not just take a chance and try?

And he wants to try Tate Morrison.

Just coming out of a four-year marriage with an ex-wife from hell, a relationship is the last thing on Tate’s mind. He’s starting fresh and trying to get back on his

feet with a new job at an upscale bar in downtown Chicago.

The only problem is, Tate has caught the unwavering and unwelcome attention of Mr. Logan Mitchell – a regular at the bar and a man who always gets what he

wants.

Night after night Tate fends off the persistent advances of the undeniably charismatic man, but after an explosive moment in the bar, all bets are off as he finds

his body stirring with a different desire than his mind.

As arrogance, stubbornness and sexual tension sizzles between the two, it threatens to change the very course of their lives.

Logan doesn’t do relationships. Tate doesn’t do men. But what would happen if they both just gave in and…tried?

Finding Timmy (Nervous Nate)

Author: Jayda Marx

Alex - I’m a Daddy at heart, and for many years, I’ve been searching for a special boy of my very own. During my pursuit, I joined a group of like-minded

individuals and found my best friend Declan, who shares my same desires. But unfortunately, I’ve had no such luck finding my boy. I’ve had playmates and

companions for the night, but I yearn for something deeper. I long for a man to be my lover, best friend and little. I dream of snuggling him and watching him play;

changing him and bathing him, and punishing him when he misbehaves. Because my boy would definitely misbehave. Unlike Declan, who prefers boys as sweet

as pie, my ideal little would have a naughty streak, and like to push my buttons.

One night when I’m visiting a BDSM club out of town, I’m enraptured by a little blond beauty across the room. He looks so sweet with his diaper peeking out of his

shorty shorts, and with his legs swinging off of his stool. I’m shocked when he approaches me, and by the end of the night, I know he’s the one I’ve been

searching for. I can’t wait to see what life has in store with this sweet, sassy, ornery, sexy, wonderful boy by my side.

**This insta-love quick read is a prequel to the “Nervous Nate” series, and is for readers 18 and up! It has no angst, and features the love between a caring Daddy

and his sweet and sassy boy. It contains elements like diapers, spanking and lots of steamy scenes!

Daddy Addiction -4 Book Boxset: A Collection Of Step Brat Forbidden Taboo Tales (Forbidden Taboo

Desires)



Author: Suzy Evans

If you are addicted to hot older men….Daddies….you definitely not alone

If you also addicted to young and innocent little brats who desire to have their tiny, tight cookies stretched

to the limit by the thick men….welcome home!!!

Get this explicit hot forbidden taboo Boxset of 4 dirty erotica stories by Suzy Evans & J Lombard

specifically selected to quench your deep daddy dom or little girl fantasies.

The bundle contains previously published standalone stories by Suzy Evans and J. Lombard.

Beast Brothers 3: An MFM Twin Ménage Romance

Author: Stephanie Brother

After I spot the sexiest man I’ve ever seen -- tall, ripped, tattooed, and impossibly gorgeous -- I spend weeks fantasizing about all the dirty, dirty things

he could do to me.

When we finally meet, I’m ready for the hottest one-night fling ever -- until he introduces me to his twin brother!

Unlike my besties, I’ve always thought two men were too much trouble. But Deke and Jake Abbott, leather-clad biker kings, might just change my mind.

They turn our one night into a pleasure-drenched weekend ... and they’re not through with me yet.

I’ve always wanted a man I can build a future with. My massive, muscled biker twins don’t fit with my corporate career ... so why can’t I resist them?

I should be saying No, but they have me saying, Yes, please, don’t stop!

This is a MFM ménage romance with a guaranteed happy ending. Though it’s the third book in a series, each story stands alone. There are no M/M scenes – the

beastly bikers are all about pleasing their woman.

Notice: this book includes “sneak peek” chapters for Beast Brothers 1 and Beast Brothers 2. The main book ends at approximately the 90% point.

The Virgin Next Door: a Menage Romance (Stud Ranch Standalone Book 3)

Author: Stasia Black

A playboy, a tomboy, and an ex-con. 

They couldn’t be more different. 

The only place all those differences disappear? 

The bedroom. 

 

“Let’s go in,” Liam said, taking the hotel keycard Calla had been clutching. She looked confused until Liam eyed Mack and said, “All of us.” 

 

Calla’s eyes widened and her mouth dropped open slightly. But when the door unlocked, she stepped inside and held it open wide. 

 

In invitation. 

 

F*ck him. Mack felt it in his chest and his balls—the wanting. She doesn’t know what she’s inviting in. 

 

Liam stepped right over the threshold, but still, Mack hesitated. She deserves a million times better than either of you horny f*cks. 

 

Mack was about to turn around and leave. He really was. 



But then Calla reached over and took his hand. With her other, she reached out to Liam. When she started tugging them inside, Mack let himself be pulled

forward. 

 

He didn’t know if he was heading into heaven or hell. But as the door closed behind him, Mack knew there was no other place he’d rather be.

Daddy Snuggled Me: A Taboo Story

Author: Ashley Cox

The world’s greatest erotica writer Ashley Cox proudly presents "Daddy Snuggled Me" – Incredibly hot erotica short stories!

THE TOP 100 EROTICA and ROMANCE, EROTICA AUTHOR

Enjoy this short story of a sinfully delicious Erotica Tale by Ashley Cox in this Sweltering Hot Story! From start to finish, this pleasurable sensual tale of love and

lust will soak your panties starting right now!

Advisory: This story contains adult themes 18+. It is intended for mature readers who love their erotica to be hot, steamy and rough! All characters are over

eighteen, and no characters are related by blood.

You deserve the hottest erotica and you're getting the hottest erotica when you get "Daddy Snuggled Me".

Featuring erotic juicy scenes, this book is guaranteed to keep you glued to your device like nothing else.

Told in Ashley Cox's "down and dirty" style, this tale is sure to please.

Grab Your Copy Now!

HUGE: A STEPBROTHER ROMANCE (HUGE Series)

Author: Stephanie Brother

I didn’t mean to see it.

It’s his fault for leaving his door open while he was getting changed.

I've seen my stepbrothers gorgeous, ripped body before, and have been half in love with him since he moved into my house. He’s cocky and sexy and when he

calls me princess I want to punch him in the mouth.

But I’ve never seen a d*ck that big, and now that I have I can’t seem to think of anything else.

I want him, but crossing the line could risk the happiness of our new home.

Harrison would never make the first move, so I guess I’m going to have to find a way.

And the masked Halloween party at his best friend’s house seems like too good an opportunity to pass up.

Little Sister Setup: A Harem Fantasy (Mommy Pact Book 4)

Author: Rex Sterling

When lust turns to obsession, a young man’s dreams come true…

Stevie’s trip to the Aloha state netted the blonde and busty Emma and his gorgeous supermodel sister-in-law, Quinn. With his harem bursting at the seams,

the last thing on Stevie’s mind is further expansion.

But a pact is a pact, and with Stevie’s redheaded MILF sis-in-law Jessa still unclaimed he has his work cut out for him. With a fifteen-year age gap, winning

Jessa’s hand won’t be easy. She may have fueled his teenage fantasies but Jessa isn’t looking for a younger man anytime soon.



When Uncle Lee approaches Stevie with a strategy to win Jessa’s affection, Stevie can’t say no. Especially when that strategy involves wooing his childhood

crush and Jessa’s little sister, Violet. Even the blonde and perky dynamo won’t be a pushover especially since Stevie hasn’t seen her in years.

Stevie and Quinn travel to the Big Apple for an A-list, star-studded red carpet event where Stevie comes face to face with both Violet and Jessa. Now Stevie and

Quinn team up to win Violet over and find a way to Jessa's heart. It’s up to Stevie to execute the plan flawlessly and reel in the harem’s biggest fish. But is he

willing to break his older brother’s heart to do it?

Little Sister Setup is the fourth installment in a series that follows twenty-one-year-old medical student Steve Brooks as he assembles a harem filled with sexy

coeds and gorgeous MILFs.

18+ Only!

Bound By Temptation (Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles Book 4)

Author: Cora Reilly

Liliana Scuderi has been in love with Romero from the moment she first saw him. After her sisters were married off for tactical reasons, she hopes she might be

allowed to choose a husband for herself, but when her father promises her to a man more than twice her age that hope is crushed. No begging can make him

change his mind.

Romero has always ignored Lily’s flirting. Her age and status made her off-limits but even someone as dutiful as him has only so much control. Wanting her when

she’s supposed to marry another man could mean war between New York and the Chicago Outfit, and Romero has always put the Cosa Nostra first.

Lily suspects her sisters and Romero would risk everything for her, but is her happiness worth that much? Is love worth a war between the Cosa Nostra and the

Outfit?

Monster Girl Islands 8

Author: Logan Jacobs

Ben and his ever-expanding crew of beautiful monster women have set sail once more and set their sights on a nest of fire-breathing dragons.

If Jonas the soothsayer can rebind the dragons to Ben’s women, Ben will have an unstoppable army he can use to wipe out the orcs.

But the rebinding ceremony is dangerous, and Ben and his crew aren’t the only ones looking to add some dragons to their ranks.

Lunchtime Chronicles: Red Velvet

Author: S. London

A LoveRotica sex journal, a curious librarian, and a sexy alpha who keeps what he finds. 

 

 

Knox Ueno 

I never thought a bookworm librarian could crack my spine. 

Talk about underestimating a book by the plain cover. 

Siah rewrote every page I thought I knew, and then put me back on the shelf, well-used and ready for check-out again. 

I'm not mad that she worked me over. 

I'm pissed that she left. 

 

Siah Kent 

When I went to Knox's bed, I unleashed all my wicked fantasies. 

I can't want more, so after our weekend together, I scribbled, "The End" to our story in my LoveRotica Sex Journal and boarded a flight for home. 

I'm single and satisfied until Knox rolls into town flipping all my well-ordered hormones with an erotic entry of his own. 

It doesn't matter. 

He'll never know my backstory, and I refuse to share my climax.



 

Red Velvet is a standalone erotic AmBw interracial romance with a HEA ending in the Lunchtime Chronicles series. 

 

You can read more from Siera London with the following titles: 

Whipped | Thick Cut | Prime Ripped | Mocha Latte | Forbidden Distraction | Forbidden Attraction | Forbidden Vow | Staying The Course | Going The Distance | All

Out of Love | Enduring Christmas | Chasing Ava | Convincing Lina | Catching Rebecca | Claiming Janna | Lady Guardians: Blindsided | Second Chance

Christmas | Chasing Flames | Concealing Fire | Commanding Heat | CINDRA | The Last File

That Wild Player: A Standalone Bad Boy Billionaire & Good Girl Romantic Comedy

Author: Nadia Lee

What's a good girl to do when she gets dumped via an email that's CCd to all her best friends?

a. run her jerkface ex-boyfriend over with a semi

b. hire a hit man on Craigslist

c. try online dating with her best friends cheering her on

Alas, online dating isn't what it's cracked up to be. But just when I'm about to give up, CJ appears. A Silicon Valley billionaire. Hot. Smart. Makes me tingle in

places I didn’t know could tingle. So perfect I'd ignore the humiliation of ending our first encounter with him clutching my bad-luck panties against his tight

abs...except he's a player. The exact opposite of what I need.

But "no" is not part of his vocabulary. He wants me and pursues me relentlessly. He pops up as best man at my friend's wedding, at my office, in my home. He's

sending me flowers, chocolates, coffee beans, you name it. Plus he kisses like he invented the action. It's like he knows all my weaknesses and is launching a

siege.

Then my world implodes, and I realize being good and responsible is overrated. Can the wild player handle this former good girl?

Double Daddies Extremely Taboo Encounters - Adult Erotica Sex Short Stories Collection

Author: Jessie Prince

A collection of stories so naughty, so sinful, so explicit!

Get a taste of the finest erotica now. Pick up your copy today.

Forced Forbidden & Rough Quickies for Women: Explicit and Taboo Erotica Hot Sex Stories for Adults

Author: Sarah Patterson

Are you looking for a reading that makes you relax the way you like it?

Do you want to vent and feed your innermost desires?

If the answer is YES this book is for YOU!♥!

Amplify your desire to the ★stars★ with these exciting explicit sex stories!!

Just scroll up to the TOP of the page and download it NOW!!!

■This READING is INTENDED For Adults Only■  +18

Close Contact (Clarke Brothers Book 3)

Author: Christina C. Jones

Kima Nolan has had enough of the Clarkes.

If they weren’t the only thing keeping her business alive, she wouldn’t deal with them at all.

Addison isn’t too bad.

Andre’s bite isn’t as severe as his bark.

But Aiden is so impossibly unruffled, so sure of his convictions… for Kima, its probably best to avoid him at all costs.

There’s no telling what might happen if he gets too close.



Pound of Flesh

Author: Jessa Kane

Beast saw Beauty. And the hunt was on.

A beast has just kicked down my front door.

He’s massive, scarred, just out of prison and refuses to budge.

Unless I go with him.

He’s made it clear what he wants—my untouched body beneath his giant, damaged one.

If I run, he’ll hunt me down and take it.

But when he slips and shows me his desperation…

I’m no longer sure whether I want to run to him or away from him.

Echo: A Motorcycle Club Contemporary Romance (Archer's Creek Book 1)

Author: Gemma Weir

Echo

I’m a Doomsday Sinner. A biker to my very soul. Women have always been the same—interchangeable. Until her. She loves my control and craves my touch.

Now she’s mine. I’ve claimed her in every way possible and I won’t let anything, least of all her, tear us apart.

Olivia

I was on the holiday of a lifetime, until I ended up stranded in Archer’s Creek. Then I met a badass, Harley riding biker boy who laughed at me. He’s a bloody pain

in the arse. Bossy and controlling, he’s the unexpectedly perfect guy at the worst moment—because even the strongest love can falter when a crazed psycho

decides I need to die.

Mountain Man's Harem: Part Five: Frisco Fling (A Taboo Western Harem Fantasy)

Author: Nick Storming

A Taboo Harem Western Fantasy!

Part 5 of an Ongoing Series!

The west is a dangerous place, even more, for a man who's discovered gold on his lands. John's father made such a discovery but he's got himself killed. The

day John discovers his father's corpse the Mail-Order-Bride the man sent away for arrives, along with her daughter and best friend.

After a surprise meeting John and company take a sailing ferry into Frisco to resupply and handle their business. The city is under a dark cloud however. Will they

company find trouble on their trip across the bay?

Find out in this fifth western harem installment!

Warning: this story contains violence, burlesque, harem elements, FM, FFM elements and more.

Simply Carnal (The House of Pleasure Book 7)

Author: Kate Pearce

No passion is too decadent and no desire is too exotic at Madame Helene's Pleasure House--an exclusive brothel in Regency England that offers the ultimate in 

erotic delights. . . 

 

Powerful Seduction 

 

Christian Delornay has observed so many illicit liaisons at his mother's house of pleasure he regards sex as merely an enjoyable pastime, certainly not an act of 

love. So when a young widow arrives in search of work, Christian hires her as his assistant with the intention of instructing her in the ways of sensual seduction. . 

. 



Passionate Surrender 

 

Desperate to escape her past, Elizabeth "Smith" is happy to accept Christian's offer of work. She is prepared to serve his every need, yet she refuses to reveal

her most intimate desires. But in the hands of a master it is impossible to deny her own wanton yearnings, and she soon succumbs to her secret longing for pure

carnal pleasure. . . 

 

"A great historical novel, a touching romance and blistering sex--with a little kink." --Romantic Times (Top Pick!) on Simply Forbidden 

 

"Can you say HOT? Well it doesn't get much hotter than Simply Sexual. From the first scorching page to the last. . .a wild ride of sex and suspense, keeping you

guessing until the very end." --Simply Romance Reviews

Weekend Fling: A Steamy Small-Town Romance (Jetty Beach Book 5)

Author: Claire Kingsley

It’s just a fling. Or is it?

Juliet Blake shows up at my bar, dejected after her surprise girls’ weekend goes bad. So I do the usual—mix her a drink and listen to her troubles. I’m a

spontaneous guy, so I offer to help—spend the rest of the weekend with her so she’s not alone on her birthday.

I don’t expect her to end up in my bed, but when she does, it’s mind-blowing. And after a smoking hot weekend together, I realize I could use a little more Juliet in

my life.

See her again? Sure. But it’s still just a fling. I have my reasons. My heart can’t take more.

Sexy bartender Finn O’Conner thinks he has the solution to my troubles. Birthday weekend gone bad? Nothing a nice drink and some hot eye candy can’t solve.

And Finn is all kinds of hot.

Spending the weekend with him is impulsive—so unlike me. But throwing off my planner tendencies feels amazing—as does Finn.

I’m not supposed to fall for him. He doesn’t believe in forever. But as our weekend fling turns into a whirlwind romance, my heart will never be the same.

Weekend Fling was previously titled Could Be Forever

Housemaid for Dad's Best Friend

Author: Gigi Scott

I’m thrilled when Ben hires me to be his housemaid.

Ben is my dad’s best friend, ruggedly handsome, and hot.

I’m determined to do a good job to impress him, but the moment I’m inside his house, I forget to behave.

Everything he owns turns me on and I can’t keep my hands off his belongs.

If only I knew he had cameras in his house, I wouldn’t touch anything, including myself…

A Cold Hard Collection: Twenty-Five Dark Mafia Romance Short Stories (Cold Hard Cash Series Book 3)

Author: K.L. Hiers

When a mafia kingpin pays to send you to law school, the real lessons will be taught in his bed. Boss Cold is the kind of man who gets his money's worth, and

Jimmy Poe still has much to learn about all the ways his body can be used and enjoyed. He will spend his nights blushing, begging, and screaming the name of

the stern, sexy mob lord to whom every inch of him now belongs.

Publisher's Note: A Cold Hard Collection includes twenty-five scalding hot short stories featuring Jimmy Poe and Boss Cold, the main characters of Cold Hard

Cash and Hard Earned Cash. These stories includes spankings and rough, intense sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this collection.

Daddies Rough Forced Arousing Erotic Taboo Short Stories - Dirty Encounters Bundle

Author: Mae Sanders

This taboo erotic novel is so sexy that we can't tell you about all the things in store for you in this blurb. Check out the "Free Excerpt" below for all the sexy details!



Ashes of Chaos (Legacy of the Nine Realms Book 2)

Author: Amelia Hutchins

Creating a new House of Magic is hard work. Aria knew she had a tall task ahead of her, cleaning up the mess her family had made in the Nine Realms, but

nothing could have prepared her for the horrors that awaited within the Nine Realms.

Dark magic has taken hold of the lands as Aria finds herself in the middle of an ongoing war while playing cat and mouse with Knox, who hunts her relentlessly.

To make matters worse, Aria's creature has grown impatient and is doing everything she can to get back to the monster within Knox, even knowing that Aria's

heart is on the line.

How far will Aria go to protect those she loves from Knox's wrath? How long can she evade the man stalking her every waking hour as her body and mind fight

against the growing need for him to claim her? Can she break the curse that has plagued the Hecate bloodline for over 500 years while protecting her heart?

Maybe the answers lie with the mysterious silver-haired men that have come to Aria's aid, or perhaps they are just like everyone else wanting to kill or claim her,

realizing she is the key to winning the war. Aria intends to bring the Nine Realms and the male stalking her to their knees in this fast-paced, action-packed, and

sexy epic fantasy adventure.

Action packed epic fantasy that will leave you breathless, and cheering on the underdog.

The Alien Horde's Possession

Author: Luna Nova

My parents sold me to an alien monster. Desperate to get off this planet (and away from him), I stowed away on the first spaceship I saw. But this is no ordinary

cargo vessel—it’s an alien warship. And it’s full of rugged, hot-blooded warriors fresh from the interstellar battlefield. I’ll do everything I can to convince them to let

me stay, even if it means being shared by the horde. They want me to carry their alien bloodline, but will I be able to handle their raw strength, their feral desires...

and their eggs? And can I let them claim me as their own for life?

The Assassin and The SEAL: A Taboo Erotic Novella (Jazz and Ackman) (The Irish Don’s Black Beauty)

Author: Rose Marie

Trigger Warning:

This book contains age gap, taboo subject matter and of dominance and submission (DS),

Please be advised!

Read at your own discretion!

Have you read the Irish Don’s Black Beauty? If yes, were you curious about the mysterious love story between the second in command Ackman and Jazz, the

sex fiend assassin? If yes, then wait no longer!

Jazz, a biracial eighteen-year-old in the Japanese Yakuza, is known for being fearless, emotionless, and withdrawn. She’s all but given up on life, knowing she’ll

have to live forever as a whipping board for her superiors. That is until she meets him, her Commander… her savior.

Ackman, a thirty-three-year-old Irishman running away from his past, is known for being admirable and dependable as a U.S. Navy SEAL. Stationed in Japan,

Ackman is happy living worry and carefree, except for his dwindling sex life. For a man whose sexual appetite can only be described as inconvenient due to his

substantial libido, the conservative country is doing more than putting a damper on his parade. That is until he meets the cold tattooed shorty that rocks his world

and leaves him having to call on the past that he ran away from.

Scholomance 4: The Devil's Academy

Author: Logan Jacobs

The final game of the tournament has arrived.

And this one is the deadliest of them all.

Cole and his coven are ready, though, and Cole has set his sights on expanding his dark harem to include a certain orange-haired witch.

And nothing, not even Elder gods, is going to stand in his way.



Black Light: Roulette War (Black Light Series Book 16)

Author: Livia Grant

One crazy bet. Two sexy clubs. Eight bestselling authors.

During this Roulette, only one can come out on top.

Black Light’s naughty game of Valentine Roulette returns with eight brand new scorching hot stories.  For the first time, Black Light East and Black Light West will

compete against each other to capture the title of hottest BDSM club of the year in Black Light: Roulette War.  

More than bragging rights hang in the balance when couples risk their hearts in this wild game unlike any other.  With stories from Jennifer Bene, Livia Grant,

Renee Rose, Measha Stone, Sue Lyndon, Golden Angel, Eris Adderly, and Kay Elle Parker, everyone will be betting on this sizzling game of chance.

Daddy's Brat Gets Milked: A Taboo Short (The Virgin Cow Series Book 1)

Author: Carmen Bailey

Check out the first installment of the new Virgin Cow Series!

Each title in the series will contain the dirtiest, most taboo-busting, explicit content available on the internet.

Older man younger woman, BDSM, hucow, daddy/daughter, DDLG, and much much more!

Steer clear of Carmen Bailey if you are squeamish! Carmen is known for her hardcore style and will not leave even the darkest fantasy unexplored. She knows

exactly what her readers want and is not afraid to give it to them straight.

Pick up a copy of Daddy's Brat Gets Milked to see what the hype is about! Or head over to her author page to see more steaming titles!

Advisory: this book contains adult themes and sizzling sex scenes and therefore should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All characters are 18+ and

none are related by blood.

Daddy Milks In Sleep

Author: Hayden Ash

THE SPOILED LITTLE BRAT makes a terrible mistake that forces her to make some milky treats for the MAN OF THE HOUSE herself--using quite

unconventional means! But, that's not all! The older, alpha male has a secret ability of his own that will more satisfy the younger woman ;)

Pretty Painful (The Fallen Gods Book 1)

Author: K.A Knight

Seven sons, each with a bloodline of supernaturals that can be traced back to them, but where did they go?

Humiliation, pain and hunger become Dabria’s everyday life as a captive but when she is forced to watch the one person in the world she loves die...what will she

become?

Rising from the blood and ashes, Dabria is tossed into a cell and left to rot...only she isn’t alone.

A monster so feared they locked him up and threw away the key...and now, he has his sights set on her.

Nothing is safe from him, not her body nor her mind, and definitely not her heart.

Gather around, little ones, this is the beginning of the end.



Corruption of the Rose

Author: S.J. Sanders

The beast-men of the Urgal Mountains were said to have been a race that had ages past been warped by the magic of dark alchemy. For Rose Almander they

are nothing but stories for scaring children and the ignorant. An educated woman and a cast-out alchemist of the Order, she has more to worry about than

fictional monsters lurking in the wooded mountains. Like, staying under the cover of semi-obscurity from other mages by working as a perfumer. Although it is not

what she would have dreamed of and trained for, the coin is enough to soothe her bruised ego.

Yet, when she’s commissioned by the queen to create a fragrance to bewitch, Rose must obtain the Forial Rose that grows only in the depths of the mountain

forests. With a fortune promised and no one available to procure it for her, and her own life on the line should she fail, Rose must face the wilderness and a

monster of legend not seen in generations.

The lupi were created to be guardians, the wolves of the mountain that was said to separate the worlds. There, the dark alchemist once reined, his chaotic art

keeping the balance between worlds. When the time came for the mage to leave the abode he built, he trained the first among the lupi, Siras, in the arts so that

his successor would be found and prepared to rule the mountain. As centuries pass with no heir in place, the presence of a mage in the forest is greeted with high

expectations from Siras. But it is a dangerous path for the female. She must prove her dominance with her magic for the lupi to submit. Only then will she be able

to bind herself to the mountain as its queen. Saris must push her, punish her, and consume her so that she can rise and take her place upon the alchemist’s

throne. Only then will he serve her, his dark mistress and beloved.

Rose was captured by a beast, but he discovered the monster within her.

This is not a fairytale retelling. This is a monster romances that deals with concepts of spiritual alchemy, sorcery, monsters and mystic symbolism.

Please be aware that this book contains dub-con, as well as dark and horror themes. It may not be suited for everyone. This includes a brief almost-started group

scene. It is a M/F romance.

Elias The Wicked: A BWWM Interracial Paranormal Romance (Myths, Legends, and Monsters Book 2)

Author: K. Alex Walker

Kerah Moss was on the fast track to becoming the first veterinarian in her family. She had the intelligence, the love for animals, and the drive necessary to

become one of the foremost veterinary experts in the nation. Unfortunately, she didn’t count on the naivete that led her from the office hours to the bed of her

most trusted professor. Her trusted married professor.

Their forbidden passion explodes and erupts, eventually leading to the near-fatal car accident that leaves her broken, alone, and no longer able to finish vet

school.

Five years later, her life is back on track. She’s healed, mostly, and ready to return to the career path she’d lost, this time with an experienced head on her

twenty-nine-year-old shoulders. Everything is perfect...except for the hot-tempered former SOAR Army pilot turned Firefighter-Paramedic who comes barging into

the animal rescue she runs at least once a week.

Elias the Wicked.

He's rude, coarse, and bullish, but whatever he throws at her, she gives it back just as good. He's also gorgeous as sin...and she wants him.

He's more trouble than what she's already put herself through, but She. Wants. Him.

Everything is fine as long as she doesn't find out the secret Elias has been harboring ever since a chance encounter with a girl he met in a chat room forum:

He's in love with her. He's been in love with her for months.

And as long as neither of them finds out the other's true feelings, they'll avoid the collision of their bodies coming together, the erotic explosion of sexual

self-discovery, a quirky yet wholesome love that escapes definition, and the dark secret Elias harbors in which the woman he loves is also the woman whose life

he’s been ordered to end.

Myths, Legends, and Monsters is an anthology series; therefore, Elias the Wicked is a BWWM Interracial Romance 104K standalone with no

cliffhanger ending. Elias The Wicked also includes dark paranormal elements and mature content. The standard K. A. Walker fare.

Submitting to the Alpha (Submission Book 1)

Author: Emilia Rose



Isabella is in trouble. Big trouble. She knows that opening her curtains and touching herself while her alpha watches from the woods is wrong, but she does it

anyway. And she plans on doing it again. Every night, in fact, until her alpha teaches her otherwise.

Roman, alpha of the Silverclaw Pack, is tired of Isabella teasing him. Even more, he’s tired of her disobeying his every command. And he knows exactly how to

fix both problems. Devour every inch of her until she’s begging for him at his feet.

Will Isabella succumb to Roman’s advances? Or will she toy with him to the very end?

Read Submitting to the Alpha, an erotic werewolf romance, written by Emilia Rose.
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